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Lisa della Robbia's occupation (two words)
While onboard the ship bound for America,
Gerald meets an old flame named _____.
Gerald tells Lisa, "You look lovely enough to
drag a song out of a _______. "
Gerald returns to the United States while his
wife is on tour in ______ .
At her dinner party, Lisa has the dinner table
placed right next to the _____ .
Lisa and Gerald escape the press through the
__________ .
The Fitzgeralds plan to raise ________ on their
farm.
This film was released on January 4, 1935,
about thirteen weeks before Grant's divorce
from his first wife, _________________ . (two
words)
A drama set to music and made up of vocal
pieces with orchestral accompaniment and
orchestral overtures and interludes
Madame Della Robbia accepts one tour after
another, always informing Gerald by _______ .
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Lisa and her half-brother, Johnny, don't look a
lot alike because they have different _______ .
2. Gerald Fitzgerald attends any opera in which
Madame Della Robbia sings, and he is always
seated in the first box on the ____ .
3. Ann Sheridan played a bit part in Enter
Madame but co-starred with Cary Grant in this
1949 movie. (five words)
6. When Miss Landi is supposedly singing,
another voice is used while her lips follow the
words. The singing voice we hear is that of
Nina _______ .
7. The action of legally dissolving a marriage
8. This film was originally to have starred
Jeannette _________ as Lisa Della Robbia.
9. ____ is Ms. della Robbia's dog's name.
10. This film was directed by Elliot ______ . One of
Cary Grant's other character's last names is the
same in the 1947 movie, The Bachelor and the
Bobby-Soxer.
14. Lisa della Robbia's cook's name
19. An accidental ____ onstage prompts Gerald to
jump from his box to Lisa's rescue.

